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Apr Prize List
Our Prize list is of course missing this month due to our inability to
have a general meeting at the church.
Hope all are doing well and staying safe in this Covid infection time!

Please visit the Club Web Page for all the latest links and information
http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/
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- By Dan Delong

Vastking – laptops & tablets
HP, Dell, Sony, Acer, Asus, and Lenovo are the PC brand names we see most
often. Yet some previously unknown brand names have started appearing. [In
past newsletters, a couple have been mentioned.] Here’s another new brand, by
Vastking, a company claiming to have produced computers for Microsoft,
Lenovo, and Acer. Their website is quite eye appealing (similar the Avita
products from Hong Kong) with lots of stock images gleaned from North
American/European repositories (of happy young white people). The
VastkingK100 14-inch laptop has decent specs, for the price. But it is not at
the bleeding edge of design and manufacturing. [I’m guessing this laptop is a
re-production of an older model, or one similar to the brands mentioned
above, then given a few tweaks to make the hardware appealing – like, an
electric pink coloured case, for example.] I believe the Microsoft operating
system included may be the S version, which takes all of its software only from
the Microsoft App Store. One unique feature of this device is integration of the number pad with the glide pad. [Since I
don’t own any of these pieces of hardware, I can’t recommend Vastking products one way or the other.] Just to give an
idea of pricing, this laptop costs $400 USD, with the $30 discount. The Canadian price should approach $500, based on
current exchange rates and free shipping. With taxes, the price could rise further, by about $75.
https://www.vastking.com/

Samsung Galaxy Book Pro
As a bleeding edge laptop (soon to be released) with the latest Intel
processor, thinnest dimensions and lightest weight, along with updated
ports, 5G, SSD, and integrated graphics, some buyers may think it is
worth three times the price of a Vastking laptop, or the cost of a fairly
new re-furbished computer. [We can all lust after these new hardware
models, just as some might salivate over a shiny new car. Alas!]
https://mobilesyrup.com/2021/04/28/samsung-announces-galaxy-book-line-11th-gen-intel/

HEIC iPhone Images
High Efficiency Image Compression (HEIC) has long been
an Apple format for saving photos on iPhones. This format
yields a quality equal to jpeg, at a smaller file size. But,
Windows 10 fails to read such files without a helper app, or
some other third party software. The article explains how to
open and convert/save HEIC files, after downloading a 99
cent app. Other, free methods may be out there. Here’s one,
from NCHSoftware.
How to open and convert HEIC files to JPEG on Windows 10 | TechRadar
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Video Conferencing – recent changes

Once again, after mentioning Whereby.com in an earlier newsletter, as a safe and free service very similar to Zoom,
but requiring only a browser link, things have changed! A free Whereby account, until recently, let a user open up a
‘Room’ for up to four users to conference at the same time, with the length of time, unlimited. Now, the room size has
been increased to 50 persons, limited to 45 minutes per session (automatically reverting to a two person session after
time expiration). If just two people are in the room, time remains unlimited. That means that the second person can tell
everyone to jump over to his/her room, when kicked out of the first room after 45 minutes.
Skype has changed as well. Now, up to 99 people can conference for free, for up to 24 hours, using just a browser link
provided by the person who started the ‘Room’, with that initial link.
[Those who have been using Zoom for a long time will understand why competitors are matching, or exceeding it,
feature for feature.]
Zoom is still one step ahead for business users, with the release of its immersive view (above). Not only do all
participants appear to be sitting beside each other, at a table, in an office setting, but sub-groups (breakouts) can easily
be created from the larger group. I believe Whereby also offers breakouts.
Microsoft’s Teams, included with Office 365, can create a transcript of the discussion, along with live captioning.
The free version of Teams allows up to 100 people to video chat for one hour.
Facebook has been selling Portal devices for video chatting, with cameras that track the movement of the speaker.
Also, Facebook’s Messenger offers video chatting with friends, similar to Apple’s Facetime.
Google is hanging up Hangouts, but is replacing it with Google Chat, for individuals -Meet, and groups -Rooms.
Contacts can include those not using a Google account at all, just a valid e-mail. In education, Google Classroom
dominates that area.
The field of play is changing rapidly.
Prezi, for example, is designed to replace PowerPoint, when creating sets of slides and showing them online. The Basic
free version lacks too many important features to be useful in practice, but it is a good place to start learning its
enhancements.
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The Northumberland Newcastle and Durham PET Users Group (NNDPUG), and the
Computer Educators of Northumberland Newcastle and Durham (CENND), were
precursors of the Durham PC Users Club (DPCUC). At those meetings, some of our
current and past members played prominent roles: - John Silvestervich, Mike Roche,
Don Winston, Sebastian Reich, Anne Delong, and others. As part of our tradition,
those 35 years ago (while consuming beverages and eating donuts during a 20 minute
break) we exchanged ideas and sold a floppy disks, filled with free software. Al
Francis, our current treasurer, and John Silvestervich carried on the donut tradition, at
our subsequent in-person monthly DPCUC executive meetings.
[Now, don’t you wish you’d attended some of those executive meetings? They are open to all members!]
Here’s a blatant plug for the place we once purchased many dozens of donuts every month. Skylight Donuts, with two
locations in Bowmanville, recently signed up with an online ordering service, so that customers could order and pay
ahead, thereby reducing drive through time and possible exposure of self and staff. So far, the app does not show
pictures of the food, but I believe the web site will do this in the near future (when the now defunct Flash version has
been replaced or repaired). The menu has expanded considerably since those early computer clubs existed.
App: - https://skylightdonuts.lightspeedordering.com/select-location
WebSite: - pending

Hope for a Master Vaccine
Five known variants of Covid-19 have surfaced in the last several months, leaving
scientists wondering if worse variants will arise, or have already arisen. If so, they
may not yet be detectable, using our current tests. As millions more people around the
World are infected with these five current variants, chances for more variants (of the
current variants) increases. Since so much is now known about the genetic make-up
of SARS-CoV-2, all research efforts should be directed toward making a vaccine that covers all current and future
variations of this viral structure. Today’s vaccines recognize the end, or ball at the top of the viral spikes on this tiny
virus particle. (It is this ball section that binds with human cells.) But that is the same part of the virus that has mutated
the most since last year. Apparently this virus, even though it is mutating, is not doing so as fast as the more complex
common flu virus. Therefore, the chance for developing a universal vaccine, combating all forms of SARS, is better
than the likelihood creating a vaccine for the flu. Even if such research costs billions of dollars, it would be cheaper
than undergoing another pandemic.
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2021/04/finding-universal-coronavirus-vaccine/618701/

Optoelectronic Brain – a possibility
Computer circuitry, with some major and yet untested modifications, could span
the gap between binary electronic circuitry (represented by present silicone and
metal computer hardware) and biological circuitry, which works in a completely
different manner. Organic brain tissue works not with just electric signals.
Brains consist of different types of neurons, accepting differing chemical
messages, at various strengths. This is more of an analogue process than a digital
process. It involves photons and photon receptors operating at very low, superconductive, temperatures. Coincidentally,
quantum computers operate at similar low temperatures. In any case, the scientists have a plan for this ‘mission
impossible’.
Advancing AI With a Supercomputer: A Blueprint for an Optoelectronic 'Brain' (singularityhub.com)
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Improving photos in a situation where the white areas can blow-out details impinging on the silicon sensor, while
shadows, in the same photo, get fuzzy due to lack of photon stimulation, have been a conundrum for designing
automatic exposure settings in digital cameras. The problem has been tackled, by most serious photographers, by
“bracketing”- taking multiple shots at different exposures, and then combining them. When this process has been
automated with software inside the phone, Google calls it “HDR+ with bracketing”. The examples shown by this link
(below) are impressive, even under extreme low light conditions.
https://ai.googleblog.com/2021/04/hdr-with-bracketing-on-pixel-phones.html

Deep Nostalgia and MyHeritage
Mention of this service had been made in an earlier newsletter.
Members of the family history website, “MyHeritage” can submit
good quality black and white head shots of long dead relatives, for
colourization and mobilization. That is, the face of the person
transforms -- takes on a natural animation -- with head
turning/tilting, eyes blinking, and lips smiling. The term Deep
Fakery has also been applied to the process. Some close relatives
of a deceased person said they found the experience rather eerie
and uncomfortable, while others said they feel enveloped in the
warmth of a long lost loved one. This Deep Nostalgia experience
can be shocking, to anyone who has never seen the final results. In the examples provided by the link (below), a
selected set of the most interesting examples are on display. One ‘How-To’ video shows how to use “Adobe After
Effects” to animate a whole person.
‘Deep Nostalgia’ the New AI Turning Old Photos into Visceral Animated Videos » TwistedSifter

Google Earth in Timelapse 3D
Compiled from millions of photos and hundreds of videos, gathered over 37 years, Google has managed to stitch them
all together, to create an amazing, animated, time lapse view of the Earth. A 2D version was released in 2013,
improved in 2016, and now this Timelapse version allows zooming in on many locations on Earth in 3D. [If you didn’t
believe human activity was having a huge impact, you will believe it now, because you’ll be able to see it with your own
eyes, and watch as the landscape changes over time.]
Just to understand the size of this project, it took two million hours of cloud computing and 20 petabytes of images, to
obtain the final ‘crunched-down’, 4.4 terapixel image of Earth. Annual updates are expected over the next decade.

Google Earth's Amazing New Feature Is a 37-Year 3D Timelapse of the Entire
Planet (singularityhub.com)
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This is important information for anyone who uses a password manager, and especially those who allow browsers to
save some of your passwords. Microsoft Research has put significant effort into protecting passwords, if they have
been saved by Edge when Password Monitor is turned on (via settings… passwords). When a password enters the MS
system, it is checked against passwords found in published security breaches on the dark web, and does so without
revealing any information about the person who owns the password. Following the storage of a password, Microsoft
rechecks periodically. If your password is found in the “wild”, you will be warned. While using Edge to write this item,
a pop-up informed me about another new feature included with this browser. Edge will put unused tabs into “sleep
mode”, after two hours of idle time, to save resources. Sleep mode is indicated by fading out the tab’s image. The wait
time for sleep mode can be adjusted, or turned off completely. If you have made any accounts with the Durham
Region, it might be wise to use Password Monitor to find out if your account was among those captured in the recent,
unpublicised, breach of around 9 GBs of Durham Region’s data.
[Unknown to me, until I checked “settings… passwords”, Edge has been saving my router login and my live login. I
must have inadvertently clicked “okay” in the past.]
Password Monitor: Safeguarding passwords in Microsoft Edge - Microsoft Research

Winget Ver.0.3 in Windows 10

Alex, our newsletter editor, may have mentioned the similarities between Linux and Winget package management, as a
way to install programs, and more importantly, as away to uninstall programs. With this tool, a lot of pre-installed
‘bloat ware’ can be removed from Windows 10. Official Microsoft documentation appears not to have been updated
since May 2020, but the source code at GitHub is new. Most users will be happier using simpler methods, like the
Control Panel, or a free uninstaller program. Winget is for those who understand command line instructions and wish
to bulk install/erase programs.
Windows 10 now offers another way to uninstall unwanted software | TechRadar
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by Alex Morrison

http://lxer.com/ & http://www.linuxtoday.com/ http://www.linuxinsider.com/
http://www.topix.com/tech/linux https://fossbytes.com/ https://www.techradar.com/

Linux for Starters: Your Guide to Linux—Introduction
(Apr 30, 2021, 18:00) (0 talkbacks)
Let’s kick off this series with the very basics.

Three Best Free NAS Software Solutions for Network Storage
(Apr 30, 2021, 15:00) (0 talkbacks)
Let's take a look at the three best (in our opinion) free NAS software solutions for home users and
businesses.

READER UPDATE: We've made the Complete Story Links Easier to Find
(Apr 30, 2021, 17:15) (0 talkbacks)
We've made a couple of small readability updates to your favorite site for Linux news.

How to Create and Restore VM Snapshots in VirtualBox
 LinuxShellTips (Posted by tecmint on May 1, 2021 2:44 PM EST)
 Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Ubuntu, Virtualization
Virtualbox Snapshots is a point-in-time copy that allows us to save the state of the machine and can restore
the machine state whenever needed using these snapshots.
 Full story
 Read more
 0 threads and 0 posts

How to Secure WordPress Installation with Bedrock
 Cloudbooklet (Posted by cloudbooklet on May 1, 2021 7:07 PM EST)
 Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Community
How to Secure WordPress Installation with Bedrock on Google Cloud Platform. Bedrock is a WordPress
boilerplate with a different improved directory structure and easier configuration.
 Full story
 Read more
 0 threads and 0 posts
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Sudoku
May 2021

by Alex Morrison

A Trio of Puzzles again this month – Enjoy
EASY

Sudoku
The game boards on this page were produced using
Sudokuki on Manjaro 64 Bit running KDE 5 Plasma.
The objective is to fill in the missing numbers ensuring that
every 3 X 3 grid has the numbers 1 through 9 with no
repeats and every full column or row has the numbers 1
through 9 again with no repeats.
If you have troubles solving the puzzles send an email to
me and I will send you the solution.
Have fun! Alex

MEDIUM

IF you don’t Like Sudoku puzzles – try these pages
https://www.boatloadpuzzles.com/playcrossword
http://www.freegames.net/puzzle-games.html
https://www.cryptograms.org/play.php

HARD
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By Alex Morrison

There is a wealth of Photo Editing software available to Linux as well as other platforms.
I just recently found PhotoFlare. PhotoFlare runs on Linux, Windows and Mac.
You will be able to download it for free from here https://photoflare.io/
As a photo editinmg software it is very fast and easy to use. It also offers many features found in commercial software.
Here is the start screen.

Look at the menu at the top and the buttons top and to the right. It takes too many images to show all the options.

The next image is a photo I opened.
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There is a small white rectangle below the menu bar and that allows selecting a size. It is currently at 16% as this is a
very large HD image. Resizing allows easier editing if needed.

The preferences windows is available in the Menu + Tools option. In here you can select default save options.
I like jpg. There are other options available too numerous to mention.
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DPCUC President’s Notes
Due to Coronavirus also known as COVID-19 Faith United Church is closed until further notice. Our meetings will be
held on Zoom until the Church is reopened.
DPCUC is looking for candidates for the upcoming May 2021 Executive Elections.
We are looking for someone to volunteer for Publicity Director and other to join the DPCUC Executive Members.
Check email or newsletter for more info’s.

Cutting Edge Router

(Image: © Tom's Hardware)
Asus ROG Rapture GT-AXE11000 WiFi 6E Gaming Router Review: Fast but Finicky
Asus' flagship gaming router delivers the fastest throughput we've seen. But the latest firmware has QoS issues.
By Jonas DeMuro 9 hours ago
For those that want their network to be on the cutting edge of wireless standards, the Asus Wi-Fi 6E Gaming Router,
also known as the ROG Rapture GT-AXE11000, is certainly worth a close look. As part of the Republic of Gamers
line, it looks the part of a high-end gaming device, with lots of antennas, stylized angles, and lights.
Wi-Fi 6E is a recent development in wireless standards, following on not soon after Wi-Fi 6. You can check out all the
upgrades over Wi-Fi 6 here. But for those who want the CliffsNotes version, this latest wireless standard adds an
additional frequency of 6 GHz with less interference, offers lower latency, and provides a total of seven 160 MHz ultrawide channels to enhance data transfer.
However, realize for now that Wi-Fi 6E-capable clients are quite limited, and we had to perform our testing with a WiFi 6 card. So, it may take some time to realize the full benefit of this router's cutting-edge capabilities. Then again,
future-proofing a purchase can often be a good strategy, especially in high-end hardware. If you're dropping $549 on a
router like the GT-AXE11000, you don't want it to be out of date in a month--or a year.
Check this website site article for more about Asus ROG Rapture GT-AXE11000 WiFi 6E Gaming Router Review.
https://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/asus-rog-raptuere-gt-axe1100-wifi-6e
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS {SIG’s}

Special Interest Groups are
for members only.

Special Interest Groups
Details

SIG’s are really free
monthly
seminars with question and
answer sessions following
the presentation(s)

BEGINNER

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 3rd Thursday of month 7:00 PM

LINUX

Members of SIG’s enjoy a
feeling of community and
share common goals and
interests.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge

Durham Linux User Group Location: OSCC 43 John St W
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 1st Thursday of month 7:00 PM

Digital Camera Group

Most SIG’s are informal and
members who attend them
set the agenda for the
meeting based on their own
needs.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 4th Thursday of each month at 7:00PM

New ideas for SIG groups
are welcome.

DPCUC
EXECUTIVE
2019-2020

President
Fred Fernbach
frederic-fernbach@outlook.com
905-410-0053
Vice-President
Anne Delong
annedelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Secretary
Mark Hunter
mark.s.hunter6605@gmail.com 905-419-6605
Treasurer
Allan Francis
alelainef@sympatico.ca
905-576-0481
Membership
Linda Netten
linnetten@idirect.com
905-623-2787
Librarian
Dan Delong
dandelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Program Director Fred Fernbach frederic-fernbach@outlook.com
905-410-0053
Advertising Director
TBA
Newsletter Editor
Alex Morrison dpcuc@rogers.com
905-579-1560
Director at Large
David Swain
david@swainracing.com
905-985-5201
Director at Large
Bob Bell
bob@rgbell.ca
905 -571-6748
Director at Large
Ed Goudge
edgoudge@yahoo.com
905-926-9003

HOME PAGE
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--- http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/

PC Monitor is the official publication of the Durham
Personal Computer Users’ Club and is published
monthly at Oshawa, Ontario. The DPCUC mailing
address is
PMB # 110, 27-1300 King St East,
Oshawa, ON L1H8J4.
The PC Monitor cannot be responsible for errors or
inaccuracies in the content, although efforts will be
made to publish information accurately.

The deadline for articles and information is 10 days
following the monthly meeting. Late submissions may
not be published due to tight schedules. Submit articles
by email to the editor at alexmor@teksavvy.com
Articles should be submitted in Word Format using
Times New Roman as the preferred Font.

